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termed the “receiving office” by means of
these lines being shown as comprising two
wires to form a metallic circuit. Trunk lines
H in required number will connect the offices
A and B, each of the trunk lines terminating
in a spring jack Jat one office and in a switch
cord plug M’ at the other office. One of the

jack as by this downward movement of the
will be re-established and the operator’s tele
phone will be thrown out of the trunk line

the “order” line G and a trunk line H each of key the contact between the springs 8 and 9

and subscriber’s circuit.

.

The trunk line H is shown as connected in

usual manner to a relay R which serves at
proper time to open the local circuit S where 75
wires 5 of the trunk line H is broken at the in is interposed the incandescent lamp 25 or
? ? office B the broken ends of this wire connect other signal by which the receiving operator
ing to the contact springs 8 and 9 supported is to be notified that the trunk line is to be
by the insulating block 10. To the block 10 dis-connected.
are also attached the contact plates 11 and When the operator at the calling office A
12 to which connect the terminal wires 13 and connects the Subscriber with the trunk line H.
14 of the operator’s telephone circuit L. The by inserting the plug V into the spring-jack
wires 5 and 6 of the trunk line lead through of the trunk line the current from battery c
the plug cord M to the switch plug M' where will pass to the relay R thus energizing it
by connections will be made with the spring and causing it to break the local signal cir
jacks of a switch-board in manner well un cuit at r*. The signal circuit will thus re
2 ? derstood in the art.
main broken and the lamp out of action un
A listening key (or other type of circuit til the Subscriberis to be dis-connected, when
changer), N is pivotally mounted as at n ad the operator at the calling office will withdraw
jacent the ends of the contact springs 8 and the plug V from the trunk line jack thereby
9, this key N having a shoulder n' of insu throwing the battery c out of the trunk line
25 lating material which when thrust between circuit. The relay R being no longer ener
the springs 8 and 9 will break their direct gized, the spring r will shift the armature r"
connection at 5° and at the same time will of the relay causing it to complete the local
establish a connection between the springs signal circuit and consequently causing the 95
and the terminal plates 11 and 12 which con signal lamp to show to the receiving operator
30 nect with the operator’s circuit, thus placing that the dis-connection is to be made. The
the operator's telephone in the trunk line cir receiving operator will thereupon withdraw
cuit. Each of the trunk line plug cords M the plug M' from the subscriber's spring
extends upward through a suitable channel jack and will break the local signal circuit
15 and at a point opposite the key N the walls in order to throw the lamp out of action.
35 of the channel 15 are cut away as at 16 and Heretofore this breaking of the local signal
17 to permit the end n° of the key N to en circuit by the receiving operator has been
gage with cord M. Suitable stops 18 and 19 effected by a key operated by hand, but by
(preferably spring plates) will limit the ex my present invention the act of returning the
tent of movement of the key N which will plug to its seat insures the breaking of the Io 5
rest normally against the stop 18 with its local signal circuit. The terminal wires 30
free end bearing against the plug cord M. and 31 of the local signal circuit S lead to a
and in readiness to be lifted thereby. Hence point adjacent the seat 40 of the plug M', the
it will be seen that when the operator at the wire 30 connecting with a contact spring 32
“receiving” office B has been motified from as shown, which is in contact at 33 with the
45 the “calling” office A to connect trunk line terminal of the wire 31 when the plug M' is
H with the subscriber called for, the oper connected with the spring-jack of the switch
ator at office B will lift the plug cord M and board. An insulated spring plate or circuit
plug M' of trunk line II in order to make test changer 41 has its upper portion preferably r 15
and connection with the required circuit. As curved and extending into the seat 40 of the
the plug cord is thus raised, the free end of plug M’ So that as the plug M' is returned to
the key N will be lifted thereby causing its its seat (under the stress of the weight W)
insulated end m” to force apart the contact the circuit plunger 41 will force outward the

springs 8 and 9 so establishing contact be block 34 and the upper end of the spring plate

tween these springs and the terminal plates 41 causing it to force the spring plate 32 away
55 11 and 12 in order to throw the operator's from the terminal of the wire.31 and conse
telephone into the trunk line circuit. Con quently break at such point the local circuit
sequently, when the plug M' is touched to the and throw the signal lamp out of action.
metallic casing of the proper Spring-jack to Having thus described my invention, what
make the “busy test" and the connection the I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters
operator is enabled without any separate act Patent, is—
of shifting her listening key to determine 1. The combination with a plug cord and
whether the subscriber's line is free or busy. with the contact terminals of an electric cir
In lifting the plug M' to make connection cuit of a circuit changer arranged to be shifted
there should be sufficient slack in the cord M. by Said cord as the latter is moved, substan
65 above the key N to permit the key to Swing tially as described.
downward to its normal position after the 2. The combination with a plug cord of a

plug has been inserted in the proper spring switch or key having a part extending into
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position to be shifted by said cord as the lat
ter is moveå, substantially as described.
'3. The combination with a plug cord, of a
Switch or key having a pivoted arm extend
ing into position to be engaged by said cord
as the latter is moved, substantially as de
scribed.
4. The combination with a plug cord, of a
guide for said cord having an open space at
? ? the side thereof and a switch or key having
an arm extending through said opening and
into engagement with the cord, substantially

3

ranged adjacent to and in position to be op
erated by one of said trunk line terminals, 2 o'
and a relay connected with said trunk line
circuit and arranged to control said local sig
nal circuit whereby when current is passed
over said trunk line, said relay will be ener
gized to change said local signal circuit and 25
whereby when the passage of current over
said trunk line is broken at one of its termi
mals said relay will be de-energized and
whereby when the circuit changer of the lo
cal signal circuit is operated, said local signal
circuit will be again changed, substantially as

as described.
5. The combination with a trunk line hav described.

ing appropriate terminals and means for caus
ing the passage of current over said trunk
line, of a local signal circuit, a circuit changer
for controlling said local signal circuit ar
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